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SheaRIOS Wind Turbine Blade Inspection

SheaRIOS, the world’s first remote-cont-
rolled shearographic wind turbine blade 
(WTB) inspection system capable of safe, 
fast and accurate assessments on opera-
tional blades has undergone further  
laboratory trials at Dekra, Sulzberg  
(Germany).

The system comprises four main modules:

 > A robotic climbing vehicle built by IKnowHow (Greece).
 > An ICM robotic crawler adapted and integrated by Dekra (Germany).
 > A shearography inspection system developed by TWI (UK).
 > Control and communication software written by Leitat (Spain).

 
End-user perspectives from a wind farm owner and inspection company, were  
provided by EDF (UK and France) and WRS (Netherlands), respectively.

Consortium Partners:

LOGO DARK VERSION

LOGO LIGHT VERSION

This project has received funding from the European 
Union‘s Horizon 2020 research and innovation pro-
gramme under grant agreement No 780662 –  
H2020-ICT-2017-1

Laboratory Integration Trials

Dekra undertook further laboratory trials 
at its Sulzberg headquarters for the EU-
funded SheaRIOS project during December 
2020 and January 2021. The project aims to 
improve the efficiency and safety of wind 
turbine blade inspection, whilst reducing 
the associated costs. These are being achie-
ved through the development of a robotic 
on-blade inspection solution, using shearo-
graphy, to assess wind turbine blades for 
wear and damage. The integration trials 
involved testing of the blade crawling  
robot, adapted by Dekra, the software to 
control to system, done by Leitat and the 
shearographic inspection unit developed 
by TWI.

The heat gun, used to introduce the requi-
red surface stress by heating the inspection 
area, was modified to supply a more evenly 
distributed warm air flow to the compo-
nent under inspection.

The signal-to-noise ratio of the shearogra-
phy system was optimised by reducing the 
ambient light (pollution) in the area under 
inspection. This was achieved by fitting a 
light shield to the crawler robot. The trials 

showed that the shield reduced the ambient 
daylight from 80,300Lux to 36Lux within 
the shield; thereby improving the inspection 
capability of the system.

The operation of the vacuum unit was  
modified to improve the consistency of  
the vacuum; improving the safety and  
reducing the relative movement between 
the shearography unit and inspection  
area, thereby enhancing the capability  
of the system.

The successful laboratory trials indicate 
that the system is capable of performing 
wind turbine blade inspections. On-site 
testing at an operational wind turbine 
farm is scheduled to take place during 
summer 2021 (Covid-19 restrictions  
permitting).

You can find out more about the project 
here: www. shearios.com
This project has received funding from 
the European Union’s Horizon 2020  
research and innovation programme  
under grant agreement No 780662 – 
H2020-ICT-2017-1
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